
 

 

I ROVERI 
I ROVERI, Serenissima’s new collection, was inspired by sessile oak wood, commonly used in 
architecture and design. The porcelain stoneware creates a surface with a natural wood effect 
characterised by an extraordinary abundance of visual and tactile details.  

The plural name, I ROVERI, derives from the texture’s four colour variations which reflect 
the tones acquired by oak wood as a result of different treatments and the ageing process.  

Rovere Intenso is the colour with the warmest tones, marked by distinctive graphics with 
eye-catching knots, holes and cracks which create a pleasant contrast effect. The old-looking 
surface restores the characteristic sessile oak floor effect. 

Over the years, this wood’s colour naturally lightens, hence Rovere Antico adds this specific 
colouring to the collection. The smooth grain emphasises the presence of darker parts 
resembling flames and the particular grey tone which enhances the antique look.  

Rovere Naturale is the lightest colour of the collection, inspired by natural sessile oak wood. 
It is a perfect blend of brightly coloured highlights and neutral tones which brings out the 
intrinsically refined and versatile graphics.  

The project’s darkest colour is Rovere Decapé, inspired by the effect of the pickled finish 
technique on wood. This produces a strong and contemporary hazel tone which highlights the 
white grain. 
 
Serenissima’s I ROVERI collection creates a broad and practical project, suitable for meeting 
contemporary architecture’s technical requirements thanks to the availability of indoor and 
outdoor surfaces. I ROVERI combine classic plank shapes, which enable the typical laying 
patterns of wooden floors, with Decoro Cassettone (coffered pattern decor), a precious 
interior design item inspired by real handmade coffers.  
 

Product description: Coloured full-bodied glazed porcelain stoneware  

Colours: Rovere Intenso | Rovere Antico | Rovere Naturale | Rovere Decapé 

Sizes, thickness and surfaces  
30x120cm, 20x120cm, 10x40cm, thickness 9.5 mm, natural surface  
20x120cm, thickness 9.5mm, surface slip rating R11 (grip) 
30x120cm, thickness 19mm, surface slip rating R11 (grip) 
Decoro Cassettone 60x60cm, natural surface 

Use: Residential | Light commercial | Indoor floors and walls  

Manufacture: Made in Italy  

 


